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Why Do Artificial Neural Networks Matter to Libraries? 

The process for assigning subject headings to new publications is time-consuming and relies on 

human understanding, limited to only a few people making a judgement call on a given work. 

Artificial neural networks, with the capacity to  mimic intuitive decision-making through pattern 

recognition, may offer an efficient alternative that saves time and eliminates or minimizes        

individual bias. This review examines existing literature to determine if the possibility exists for 

artificial neural networks (ANNs) to accurately and reliably assign subject headings to new          

publications with little to no human intervention through focusing on three areas: 

 

• Artificial Neural Networks—construction, current uses, potential for future applications 

• Subject Headings—history, construction, controlled vocabulary, problems with bias 

• Automation—history, development and implementation, current uses  

 

By examining the literature concerning these three areas, the scope of overlapping elements  

between the three becomes evident, which contributes to how worthwhile it is to further        

investigate using ANNs to automatically assign subject headings to new publications at the       

Library of Congress, which would in turn affect all libraries that use LCSH for their own            

catalogues.  

The Literature Review: What Are the Results? 

Overall, while there were no discussions specifically dedicated to using ANNs for automating subject heading creation or   

assignment, there was enough overlap between the three areas examined to justify further exploration into using ANNs for 

this type of work in libraries. Current developments occurring independently in each of these three areas like experiments 

with weighting  and improvements in natural language processing serve to draw these three areas closer in purpose,      

function, and capability. What is now required are experts who are knowledgeable in both library-specific metadata needs 

and functional ANN construction methods to test practical applications of this potential solution to automating the creation 

and assignment of LC subject headings to new publications. 

Figure 1. A simple diagram of a single perceptron  
(Chandra 2018). 
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Figure 2. A simple diagram of a neural     
network (Shah 2017). 
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